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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to give a definition of groups of homology and cohomology with 
coefficients, for an algebra over a quadratic operad in characteristic zero. Our work completes 
the works of Ginzburg and Kapranov (1994) of Kimura and Voronov (1995) and of Fox and 
Mark1 (1997). In particular, we emphasize that coefficients for homology and cohomology are 
radically different. If +&(A) denotes the enveloping algebra of a g-algebra A, then one can 
define the homology of A with coefficients in a right module over &(A) and the cohomology 
of A with coefficients in a left module over S&(A). For classical operads such as those encoding 
associative, commutative, Lie or Poisson algebras, there is no difference between left module 
and right module; it is not the case for the operads encoding Leibniz algebras and dual Leibniz 
algebras. This phenomenon has already been observed by Loday (1995) for Leibniz algebras. 
At the end of this paper, we study the new case of dual Leibniz algebras and the relations 
between our theory and Barr-Beck’s theory of homology. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 
AMS Class$ication: Primary 18Gxx; secondary 17B70, 17B55 
Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to give a definition of groups of homology and cohomology 
with coefficients, for an algebra over a quadratic operad in characteristic zero. This 
problem has already been undertaken by Ginzburg and Kapranov in [ 1 I], where they 
defined homology with coefficients in the ground field k. However, their definition is not 
very explicit (it is based on the language of trees), in particular for the determination 
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of the differential of the complex calculating these groups. In this paper we propose 
an effective method for such a determination based on the knowledge, for an operad, 
of its corrzp-operations. Furthermore, although in [ 1 l] the concept of a module over an 
algebra is defined, there is no approach to the definition of homology or cohomology 
with coefficients. This gap is partly filled by Kimura and Voronov in [ 131, where they 
defined cohomology with coefficients in a module by using the machinery of trees as 
in [ll]. 
Cohomology with coefficients has also been studied by Fox and Mark1 in [6], but 
again their approach is voluntarily theoretical and the practical determination of the dif- 
ferential remains a problem. To illustrate our writings let us cite the following sentence 
of [6]: “The problem is that we do not know an easy way to describe the differential.. . 
the only way we know is the one based on the somewhat explicit description of the 
Koszul dual operad using the language of trees as in [ 10,111”. Furthermore, Fox and 
Mark1 do not define a theory of homology with coefficients. 
In their nature, coefficients for homology and cohomology are radically different. 
More precisely, if M is a module over a Y-algebra A (in our paper we prefer to 
use the expression “representation of A”) although cohomology of A with coefficients 
in A4 can be defined, in general one cannot give a sense to a theory of homology 
of A with coefficients in M. The fundamental reason for this fact is the following: 
for every vector space A the collection End(A) = {Homk(A@‘“,A); n E N*} is naturally 
an operad; this supplementary structure can be used to define the cohomology of A 
with coefficients in itself, and then the cohomology of A with coefficients in M (since 
A @ M is a particular Y-algebra). If we now want to construct a theory of homo- 
logy such that A is an admissible coefficient, End(A) has to be a cooperad (the 
dual notion) which is not the case in general. On the contrary, for A finite dimen- 
sional, the collection {Homk(A , @’ A*); n E N*} is a cooperad because Homk(A@*,A*) 
coincides with (Homk(A*, (A*)@‘))* and because, for every vector space B, the col- 
lection CoEnd(B) = {Homk(B,B@‘“);n E N*} is naturally an operad (so its dual is a 
cooperad). Therefore, we can define the homology of A with coefficients in A*; if 
we examine the new structure inherited by A*, we see that it is the dual notion of 
representation of A called corepresentation in this paper. More precisely, the cate- 
gory of representations of A is equivalent to the category of left module over the 
enveloping algebra 429(A) (in the case where 97’ is quadratic, we give an explicit 
description of %&A)); by definition, a corepresentation of A is a right module over 
‘%&f ). 
In this paper we define the homology of 9 algebras with coefficients in corepre- 
sentations; for classical operads encoding associative, commutative, Lie and Poisson 
algebras (whose operads are denoted by Ass, Corn, Lie and Poise), the category of 
representations is equivalent to the category of corepresentations, hence theories of 
homology and cohomology use the same coefficients. It is not the case for other 
operads such as the operads of Leibniz and dual Leibniz algebras denoted by Leib 
and Leib! (for more precisions about these operads see [ 15-171). For Leibniz alge- 
bras, this phenomenon has been already observed by Loday in [ 151; as an appli- 
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cation of our theory and in order to show that it is really effective, at the end of 
this paper we define homology and cohomology with coefficients for dual Leibniz 
algebras. 
This paper is divided into seven sections: in Section 1 and 2 we define the category 
of representation and corepresentation of a P-algebra A. In Section 3 we define the co- 
homology of A, with coefficients in a representation M, denoted by H$(A,M) (* 2 1); 
Section 4 is devoted to the homology of A, with coefficients in a corepresentation N, 
denoted by Hc(A, N) (* > 1); in Section 5 we introduce the complex W*9(A) which 
plays the role of the bar construction, and we establish the following isomorphisms: 
In general, the theories of homology and cohomology we define do not come from de- 
rived functors: however, at the end of this part we construct two spectral sequences E,P” 
and Eiq such that: E2p” = Ex~[~~~)(H~+I( @?(A)),M) +H,P+q+l(A,M) and Eg,q = 
Tw~‘~‘(N,H,,, ( ep(A))) + HP p+q+l (A, N). In Section 6, as an application of our the- 
ory, we define homology and cohomology with coefficients for dual Leibniz algebras. 
Finally, in Section 7 we study the relations between our theory and Barr-Beck’s theory 
of homology [3]. 
0. Preliminaries 
All objects are assumed to be defined over a fixed ground field k of characteristic 
zero. The tensor product over k will be noted @. For any natural n E N*, C, will denote 
the group of permutations of a finite set having n elements, and 1, will denote the 
identity permutation; if ~1,. . . , CQ are k numbers belonging to { 1,. . . , n} (al 1x2 . . . ak) 
will stand for the cyclic permutation on {at,. . . , &}; for 0 E C,,, &(g) E { - 1,l) will 
be the sign of g and sgn, will denote the sign representation of Z,. The following 
convention will often be used in all the paper: if f : @I;=, Ei --f F is a map, then 
f(x1,. * * ,x,) will stand for f(xi @ . s. @IX,). 
In the sequel, we briefly recall what will be needed about operads; for more details 
the reader should refer to [ 10, 11,16,21]. 
Definition 0.1. A k-linear operad is a sequence 9 = {P(n), n E lV*} of vector spaces 
over k such that: 
OPER 1: Each P(n) is a right module over k[Z,]. 
OPER 2: For all n 2 1 and 1 5 i < n there exists maps 
oj:9(n)@9ym)+.Gqn+m- l), 
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such that the following identities holds: for 1, m,n E N”, 13 E P(Z), p E P(m) and 
v E P(n), 
{ 
(~Ojv)oi+n-rp, lljli-1, 
(A”iP)ojV= AOi(~“j-i+l \I), i<j<m+i- 1, (0.1) 
(2 Oj-m+l V) Oi pL, i + m < j. 
Furthermore, we have the following equivariant conditions: for all p, v E P(m) x 
Y(n), CT,TEC,,, XC, and iE{l,..., m}, 
(P Oi v)(O Oi 7)=/M Oo-l(i) VT; (0.2) 
where c Oi t stands for the permutation of Cm+-t defined by 
OOiZ=&O(l X “’ XZX ‘.’ X 1) 
(z is at the ith place), where 6 permutes the blocks in which 1 x . . . x z x . . . x 1 
acts in the same way as (T permutes { 1,. . . , n}. We called Oi the cornpi-operation 
between P(n) and P(m): as pointed out to us by Martin Markl, the camp-operations 
more or less coincide to the operations which define a camp-algebra in the sense of 
Gerstenhaber [7,9]. 
OPER 3: There exists a unit element 1 E P( 1) such that for all II E N * and 1 5 i 5 n, 
,U Oi 1 =p and 101 p=p. 
Definition 0.2. Let 9 and 2 be two operads. A morphism of operads from .Y to 2 is 
a sequence LI = {a(n), y1 E N*} of k[C,]-linear maps a(n) : ,~P’(rz) + 2(n) such that: 
(i) a(l)(l)= 1; 
(ii) for all n,mE N”, 1 <i<n, PEE(n), VEP(m), a(n+m-l)(pOiV)=a(n)(p)Oi 
a(m)(v). 
Example 0.3. Let V be a vector space over k and for every n E N* let End(V)(n) 
denote the vector space Homk(V @n, V). Then End(V) = {End(V)(n), n E N*} is nat- 
urally an operad: the right action of C, is given, for CJ E C,, f E End( V)(n) and 
vt,...,v,, E V, by 
(foXv1 ,... ,v,)=f(U~-l(l),...,va-l(n)>. 
The cornpi-operation between End(V)(n) and End(V)(m) is given, for 1 5 i -5 n, 
f E End( V)(n) and g E End( V)(m), by 
The unit is given by id : V--f V. We called End(V) the endomorphism operad. 
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The key notion which will interest us in all the paper is the notion of an algebra 
over an operad. 
Definition 0.4. Let V be a vector space over k. We say that V is a P-algebra or 
an algebra over 9, if there is a morphism of operads a from 9 to End(~). In 
the sequel, for +D E P(n), ~1,. . , u, E V, we will set a(~)(ut @ . I @ u,) = p(q,. . . , II,). 
A morphism of P-algebras C/I : ( V, a) -+ ( W, b) is a k-linear map C#J : V --) W such that, 
for any ut , . . . , V,E v and PEP@), ~(~L(vI,...,II,))=~(~(uI),...,~(u~)). 
OS. Quadratic operuds. We recall without proof the following proposition [ 10,111: 
Proposition 0.5.1. Let E be a k[Cz]-module, then there exists an operud F(E) such 
that 9(E)( 1) = k and 9(E)(2) = E (the free operud generated by E) such that the 
following property holds: for any operad S? and for any morphism of k[&]-modules 
a : E + S!(2), there is a unique morphism of operads, G : 4(E) + 1, such that i(2) = a. 
Definition 0.5.2. Let 9 be an operad; an ideal of 9 is a sequence I = {I(n), n E N*} 
of k[Z:,]-submodules of P(n) such that, for p E P(n), v E P(m), x E Z(m), y E I(n), 
1 5 i, j 5 n, we have 
~oOinEZ(n+m- l), yOjVEZ(tZ+m- 1). 
We recall the definition of a quadratic operad [l I]: 
Definition 0.5.3. Let E be a k[&]-module and R be a k[&]-submodule of 9(E)(3). 
Let (R) denote the ideal generated by R, we call F(E)/(R) the quadratic operad 
generated by E with relations R denoted 9’(k, E, R) in the sequel. 
Remark 0.5.4. (1) Let 9’ = P(k, E, R) be a quadratic operad then we have P(2) = E 
and g(3) = F(E)(3)/R; furthermore, P(E)(3) = (E @ E) @z2 k[&] where C2 acts triv- 
ially on the first factor E. 
(2) The operads Ass, Corn, Lie, Poiss and Leib are quadratic. 
We have the useful following proposition (see [l] for a proof): 
Proposition 0.5.5. Let B= B(k,E, R) be a quadratic operud and V be a k-vector 
space. A P-algebra structure on V is entirely determined by a morphism of k[&]- 
modules a : E + End( V)(2), such that for any r E R, 6(3)(r) = 0, where a^ is the unique 
morphism of operads associated to a. 
0.6. Quadratic duality. We end these remarks by the definition of quadratic duality. 
Let F be a right module over k[Z,]. We denote by 
FV = Homk(F, k) 18 sgn,, 
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the right module equipped with the action of C, given, for cp E Homk(F, k), x E F, by: 
(~.a)(x)=&(Cr)&~cr-*). 
Let E be a right module over k[&], then as a module over k[C3] 
WE”)(3) = (=WE)(3))“, 
the isomorphism being given by the evaluation map [ 191, 
(,):~(E)(3)@~(EV)(3)+k, 
characterized by the following conditions: for p E B(E)(3), f E F(E”)(3) and o E Z3, 
@>f4 = a(@)(/.4 f); 
for p,v~E, f,gEE”, iE{1,2), 
(CL Oi v9 f Oj 9) = Gjf (PL)dV) 
where sij=O if i#j, &ii=1 and &22=-l. Furthermore for DEB and arcs 
we have ((p 0; v)a,h) = 0 if (T is not of the form (~1 oi (~2 with ~71, ~2 E Cl. 
Let Rc9(E)(3) be a k[&]-submodule, and RI c9(EV)(3) be the annihilator of 
R in (p(E))“(3) N 9(E”)(3). 
Definition 0.6.1. The Koszul dual of the quadratic operad 9 = 9(k, E,R) is the 
quadratic operad 9! = B(k, E”, RI). 
Remark 0.6.2. We have L!?‘!(2)= E” and (P!)“(3)-R. 
Standing assumption. In the remainder of this paper, we fix a quadratic operad 
9 = B(k, E, R) such that E is finite dimensional and such that q( 1) = k (the unit cor- 
responding to the unit of k); we also fix an algebra over 9 we denote by A, and we 
note 7~ : Y(2) @zZ A@’ +A the structural map of A in the sense of Proposition 0.5.5. 
For the convenience of the reader, we recall that a Leibniz algebra is a vector space 
L equipped with a bilinear bracket [, ] : L x L --tL, such that the following identity 
holds (see [ 151): for x, y, z E L, 
[% [v711= [h VI?1 - lwl? VI. 
A dual Leibniz algebra is a vector space L equipped with a bilinear product x : L x 
L + L, such that the following identity holds (see [17]): for x, y,z EL, 
(xxy)xz=xx(yxz)+xx(zxy). 
1. Representations of an algebra over a quadratic operad 
Let A4 be a vector space over k and $ : P(2) @A @M + M be a linear map and set 
B=A@M. 
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Lemma 1.1. There is a unique linear map 3 : P(2) @)z~ B@’ + B such that 
(i) 6, 
90) @Q A@ 
=7c; 
(ii) I& a,m) = I,@, a,m), for all ,a E P(2), a, m E A x M; 
(iii) $(p,ml,m2)=0, for all nLE Y(2), ml,1722 EM. 
Proof. It suffices to set: 
The preceding lemma and the general paper [2] justify the following definition: 
Definition 1.2. A representation of A is a vector space M equipped with a linear 
map, I,$ : Y(2) @I A @A4 --t A4, such that the extended map 4 defined by Lemma 1.1 
makes A @M a Y-algebra. A morphism of representations f : (M, $) + (M’, $‘) is a 
linear map f :M -+ M’ such that, for .D E Y(2), a E A and m E A4, f o II/@, a,m) = 
$‘(k44f(m)). 
Let 1j(3) and 43) denote the extended maps of 6 and rc to 9(E)(3)@zX BB3 and 
to 9(E)(3) @z:, A@’ (see Proposition 0.5.1). For all PEE(E)(~), al,az,u3 EA and 
ml,m2,m3 EM, we have: 
bW)(,kal +ml,a2+m2,a3+m3)=~(3)(~,ul,u2,a3)+~(3)(~,ai,m2,a3) 
++(3)(bml,a2,a3) + W)(p,al,a2,m3); 
this equality is due to the fact that 9(E)(3) is generated as a module over k[Cs] by 
the p oi v’s (,D, v E p(2), i E { 1,2}) and to Lemma 1 .l. We then deduce the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 1.3. With the same notations, M is a representation of A if and only if 
we have, for all ul,u2 EA, m EM and r E R, 
(1.1) 
Proof. Simple application of Proposition 0.5.5. 0 
1.4. AS a module over k[Cs], R is generated by the p oi v’s (~,vE Y(2), i E {1,2}); 
this means that for all r E R, there exists (,u~,v,)~~~ E Y(2)&, (&,v;)~~~ E Y(2)@ 
and (A,, IZb) E (,X2)& x (CZ)~, such that: 
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Hence, to express condition (1.1) it suffices to know $(3) on the (p oi v, a, b, m)‘s 
and on all their permutations; this is given by the following formulas: 
e(3)@ 01 v,a,b,m) = i,GL,v(a,b),m), 
$(3)(~ 02 v, a, km) = $(P, a, NV, b, ml>, 
ti(3)(~ 01 v, a, 112, b) = $(P, b, $(~,a, m)), 
$(3)(~ 02 v, a, m, b) = +(P, a, ti(vr, b, m)), 
$(3)(~ 01 v, m, a, b) = $(P, b, $(vr, a, m)), 
$(3)(~ 02 v, m, a, b) = VW, ~(a, b), m), 
(1.2) 
where r denotes the permutation (12) of C2. 
Example 1.5. (1) Associative operad: If 9 = Ass, a representation of the associative 
algebra A is a A-bimodule. 
(2) Commutative operad: If 9 = Corn, a representation of the commutative algebra 
is a symmetric A-bimodule. 
(3) Lie operad: If 9 = Lie, a representation of the Lie algebra A is a classical 
representation of A (see [4] for instance). 
(4) Leibniz operad: if 9 = Leib, a representation of the Leibniz algebra A is a 
representation of A in the sense of Loday [ 151. 
(5) Leibniz dual operad: if 9 = Leib!, a representation of the dual Leibniz alge- 
bra (A, x) is a vector space A4 equipped with two actions of A, c( : A @M -+A4 et 
P:M@A+M such that, with the notations a(u,m)=u x m and /?(m,u)= m x a, we 
have the following relations: 
{ 
(mxx)xy =mx(xxy)+mx(yxx), 
(xxm)xy =xx(mxy)+xx(yxm), 
= (x x y) x m. 
1.6. Notations. In the rest of the paper, we often use the following notation: p(x, y, z) = 
$(3)(p,x,y,z), where (x, y,z) E {(a, b,m), (u,m, b),(m,u, b)}; in the same way, we will 
note P(X, v) = t&x, Y>, where (x,Y) E {(a,m),(m,a),(a,b)). 
1.7. Enveloping algebra. Let us consider the free associative algebra generated by 
P(2) @A, i.e. T(P(2) @A) and let ~(p,u) denote its generators. Let x: P(E)(3) C% 
AB2 + T(P(2) 8 A) be the map defined, for CL, vE P(2) and a, b E A, by 
X(P 01 v, a, b) = x&L, v(a, b)), 
X((P 01 v)(l3),u,b) = x(PG~)x(v~), 
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x((/L ol v)(23), a, b) = x(P~, ~)x(v, a), 
X((F o1 v)(23 l), a, b) = ~(nr, b)~(vr, a), 
X((P o1 ~)(321), a, b) = x(P~, U)X(V, 0 
and 
(1.3) 
X(P 02 VYQ? b) = x(/4 a)x(v, b), 
XC@ 02 v)(l2),a,b) = xb4bMv,a>, 
X((PO2 v)(l3),a,b)=X(~LZ,v(b,a)), 
X((P o2 v)(23 ), a, b) = x(pL, ~)~(rr, b), 
X((P o2 ~)(231), a, b) = x(I”~, V(U, b)), 
X((P o2 v)(321), a, b) = X(P, b)~(vr, a), 
where r still denotes the permutation (12) of &. 
(1.4) 
Definition 1.7.1. Let IR be the two-sided ideal generated by the set {~(r,u, b)/r E R, 
a, b E A}. The universal enveloping algebra of the Y-algebra A is the associative and 
unital algebra Sk&) = T(Y(2) @A)/IR. 
Theorem 1.7.2. The category of representations of the b-algebra A is equivalent to 
the category of left modules over %2(A). 
Proof. Let A4 be a left module over %2(A). For p E Y(2), a EA and m EM set 
p(a, m) = x(,k a)m. 
Lemma. For i E { 1,2} and 0 E C3, with obvious notations, we have: 
((P oi v)o)(u, b, m) = X((P oi v)~, a, b)m. 
Proof of the Lemma. It is a direct application of formulas (1.2)-( 1.4); for instance, 
for i = 1 and o = (23): 
((p 01 v)(23))(a, b, m) = p 01 v(a, m, b) (z, ,M, it@, m)) 
= X(/G b)(x(v,a)m) = (x(lur,b)x(v,a))m 
(;, X((p 01 v)(23), a, b)m. 0 
Consequently, for r E R we have ~(a, b, m) = j(r, a, b)m = 0. Hence, by Proposition 1.3 
M is a representation of A. We leave the converse to the reader. 0 
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Example 1.7.3 
- If 97’ = Ass, then %&A) = k @ Ae where A’ = A @A OIJ is the classical enveloping 
algebra. 
- If Y=Com, then %&A)=k@A. 
- If 9 = Lie, then %&A)=@(A) is the classical enveloping algebra. 
_ If ,CP = Leib, then %!~(A) = T(A[ @ A’)/1 where A’ and A’ are two copies of the 
Leibniz algebra (A, [ , I); if we denote by Z, = x( 12, a) and rb = x(( 12), b) the ele- 
ments of A’ and A” (Leib(2) = k{ 12, (12)}), then I is the two-sided ideal generated 
by the elements (a,b~A): 
l[a,b] - rbla + h-by r[,b] - rbra + rarbr la(lb + rb). 
This description differs from those given by Loday in [ 151; it is simply because 
in [15] a representation is a right module over the enveloping algebra. 
_ If 9 = Leib!, then %!~(A) = T(A’@A’)/I where A’ and A’ are two copies of the dual 
Leibniz algebra (A, x ); if we denote by Z, = x( 12, a) and rb = x(( 12), b) the elements 
of A’ and A’ (Leibl(2) = k{ 12, (12)}), then I is the two-sided ideal generated by the 
elements (a, b E A): 
I axb - ldb - larb, laxb - rbla, rbra - raxb - rbxa. 
2. Corepresentations of an algebra over a quadratic operad 
Theorem 1.7.2 justifies the following definition: 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a P-algebra; a vector space N is a corepresentation of A if 
it is a right module over &P(A). 
Let N be a corepresentation of A and let 0 : P(2) @A ~9 N + N be the morphism 
defined, with obvious notations, by B(p,a,n) = nx(p,a). We extend the definition of 
f3 to P(2) @ N @A by setting O(p,n,a) = @,a( 12),a,n). In the same way, we de- 
fine O(3) : F(E)(3) @A@ ~9 N -+ N by setting O(3)@, a, b, n) = nj(p, a, b) and we ex- 
tend the definition to F(E)(3) 8 A @N @A @ F(E)(3) @N @A@ by setting O(3)@, a, 
n, b) = 0(3)(p(23),a, b,n) and O(3)@, n,a, b) = 19(3)(~(312), a, b, n); by construction, for 
all o E C3 and x1,x2,x3 we have: 
Proposition 2.2. The morphism O(3) satisfies the following identities (for p, v E P(2), 
al,azEA and nEN): 
0) 0(3)(cL 01 v,al,a2,n) = Q,v(al,a2),n); 
6’) 0(3)(p 02 v,al,az,n> = &v,a2,Q4al,n)); 
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(ii) 8(3)(p 01 v,al,n,a2) = Q(v,al,&p,n,a2)); 
(ii’) &3)(p 02 v,al,n,az) = Qv,Qb~,n),a2); 
(iii) 0(3)(p 01 v,n,al,a2) = &v, ~(~,~,~2),~1); 
(iii’) o(3)@ 02 v,n,al,az> = &4n,v(a1,a2>>. 
Proof. Each identity can be obtained from formulas (1.3) and (1.4); for instance 
e(3)(p o1 v,al,n,a2) = e(3)(p o1 v(23),~~) 
= G((p 01 v)(23),~~) 
= (nx(llr, a2 >>x(v, a1 > 
=w5dw,a2m 
Conversely, let 81 : Y(2) @A @N--f N be a linear map; define 
0,(3):~(E)(3)@A@2@N @F(E)(3)@A@N@M 
@.f(E)(3)@N@AB2tN 
by using the formulas of Proposition 2.2 (with the convention that Oi(p, n,u) = &(,u( 12) 
u,n)). Then we have the analogue of Proposition 1.3. 
Proposition 2.3. A corepresentation f the CJ”-algebra A is a vector space N equipped 
with a linear map 81 : P(2) @A 6~ N --f N such that, for all al, u2 E A, n EN and r E R, 
the extended map 81(3) satisfies 81(3)(r,ul,u2,n) = 0. 
Proof. Left to the reader (use the structure of %%(A)). 0 
Remark 2.4. If A4 is a representation of A, then M* = Homk(M,k) is a corepresen- 
tation. In the same way, if N is a corepresentation of A then N* is a representation. 
The two morphisms 3 and 8 are linked by the following formulas: for ~1 E g(2), a E A, 
m,m*EMxM* andn,n*ENxN*, 
(m, e(ka,m*)) = (i&,a,m),m*); 
(n, $(~a, n*)) = (e(k a, n), n*). 
Example 2.5. (1) 9 = Ass: Let N be a corepresentation of the associative algebra A 
and let 
0:9(2)@A@N+N 
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be the structural morphism. For a,n EA x N, we set a. n = O(( 12), a, n) and n. a = 
t9( lz,a,n) (ASS(~) =k[&]). Then N equipped with these two actions of A is a rep- 
resentation of A (i.e. a bimodule over A). Conversely, any representation M of A is 
given the natural structure of corepresentation of A by setting Q( lz,a, m) = mu and 
0(( 12), a,m) = am. In fact we have an equivalence between the category of represen- 
tations of A and the category of corepresentations of A. 
(2) P= Corn: Similarly, the category of representations of the commutative alge- 
bra A is equivalent to the category of corepresentations of A. 
(3) B=Lie: Same result. 
(4) B = Leib: A corepresentation of the Leibniz algebra A is a corepresentation in 
the sense of Loday [ 151. 
(5) 9’ = Leib!: A corepresentation of the dual Leibniz algebra (A, x) is a vector 
space N equipped with two actions of A, a : A @IN -+ N and /I : N @A + N such that, 
if we set c~.(n, a) = a + n and fi(u, n) = n t a, we have the following relations: 
x*(y*n)=(x x y)*n +(y x x)*n, 
n*(x x y)=(n*x)*y+y*(n*x) 
=(y*n)*x. 
3. Cohomology of a P-algebra with coefficients in a representation 
For the rest of the paper, (Y!)“(n) will stand for (P!(n))” (see also 0.6). 
3.1. Cohomology Hs(A, A) 
3.1. I. The graded Lie algebra L_p (V) 
Let V be a vector space, and for it E N * let L>l (V) denote the set 
L”,-‘(V)=@(n)@@zd(V)(n), 
where End(V)(n) = End( V)(n) @ sgn, (with its natural structure of a left module over 
k[C,]). Set Lq(V)= @ ,+,,L~(V)andfor~*@jfL$(V)andv*@g~L$(V)define 
(p* @ f) o (v* @J g) E L$?( V) by the formula (see paragraph 2.4.4 of [l] for the 
validity of this definition): 
n+l 
(/.A* @“ff) 0 (v* c3g)=~(-l)“(‘-‘)(p* oi v*)c3(f oi 9). (3.1) 
i=l 
We have the following proposition [ 11: 
Proposition 3.1.2. There exists on Lp( V) a natural structure of graded Lie algebra; 
for /J* @I f E L$ (V) and v* @I g E L$ (V) the bracket, denoted by [ , 1, is defined by 
~~*~~f,~*~gl=(~*~‘)~(V*~g)+(-l)“m+1(v*~g)~(~*~’f). 
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Remark 3.1.3. The expression (3.1) has a sense, i.e. it is independent of the choice 
of elements representing p* 8 f and v* @ g, but in general, it is not the case for each 
term of the sum (3.1). 
Proposition 3.1.4. With the above notations, for any vector space V there is an iso- 
morphism of vector spaces: L~-,-‘(V)&H~~Z~((B!)~(~)@Z~ V@“, V), where for p* ~3 
fELF’(V) and p@xE(P’!)“(n)@nV@‘“, 
Proof. We recall that B = 9(k,E,R) where E is finite dimensional; therefore, P’!(n) 
is also finite dimensional. So we have an isomorphism of right modules over k[C,] 
Set 
the 
P’!(n) @sgn,, N Homk((P’!)“(n),k). 
W =End( V)(n), then W is a left projective module over k[C,] and hence we have 
isomorphism of vector spaces: 
P!(n) @sgn, 8~. End(V)(n) z Homk((P’!)“(n),k) &, End(V)(n). 
But, Homk((~P!)~(n),k) @z, End(V)(n) = (Homk((@)“(n),k) @End( V>(n))z,, and 
Homk((9P!)V(n),k) @End( V)(n) N Homk((9!)“(n) 8 VBn, V) since P!(n) is finite di- 
mensional. Therefore, 
Lg’ (V) N Homk((P’!)V(n) ~3 V@On, V)Z~ 
2 Homk(((@)“(n) ~3 V@‘“)cn, V). 
The group C, has its cardinal invertible in k, so we have: 
(@P’!)“(n) @ v@y 2 (@y(n) @Z” Pn. 
This ends the proof; furthermore, if we recover r from the Ti’s, we find the formula 
of the proposition. Cl 
We recall now the following theorem of [l]; we will give another proof of this 
theorem at the end of this section (see Remark 3.2.10). 
Theorem 3.1.5. Let V be any vector space. There is a one to one correspondence 
between elements cp EL&(V) which satisfy [cp, cp] = 0 and k[&]-morphisms C$ : Y(2) + 
_&d(V)(2) defining P-algebra structures on V. 
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In the sequel, we will identify cp and 4; for instance, the structural morphism of A, 
71: 8(2)@&@ --+ A satisfies [rr,rc] = 0. 
Definition 3.1.6. Let $(A) =Homk((@)“(n) 8~. A@‘“,A), and for IZ > 1, let 6: : 
C:(A)+ C;+‘(A) be the map defined by the formula: 
q(f)=-++ l)T([P(f), W41). 
The next proposition is an easy consequence of the fact that [rc, rr] = 0 and that 
&(A) is a graded Lie algebra: 
Proposition 3.1.7. The map S,* is a difSerentia1. The homology of (C;(A), S,* ) is called 
the cohomology of the P-algebra A with coejkients in itsev and is denoted by 
e$(A,A) or H;(A). 
Remark 3.1.8. (1) The coefficient i(n + 1) is a technical coefficient enabling us to 
recover the differentials in the classical cases. 
(2) Each C;(A) is put on degree n; hence the groups of cohomology H;(A) are 
only defined for * 2 1. In general, the group @&4) cannot be defined (see the example 
of dual Leibniz algebras at the end of this paper). 
Example 3.1.9. Here are some classical examples: the reader will find all the proofs 
in Section 3 of [l] (here Der(A) stands for the set of derivations in each category). 
(1) .cF’=Ass: 
H;(A) = 
Der(A) if 12=1, 
Hoch”(A,A) if n> 1, 
where Hoch* stands for Hochschild cohomology (see [4] for instance). 
(2) 3=Com: 
H;(A) = 
Der(A) if iz= 1, 
Harr”(A,A) if n> 1, 
where Harr* stands for Harrison cohomology [ 121. 
(3) Y=Lie: 
H;(A) = 
Der(A) if 12= 1, 
H”(A,A) if n>l, 
where H* stands for Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology (see [4] for instance). 
(4) 9 = Leib: 
H;(A) = 
Der(A) if n= 1, 
HL”(A,A) if n> 1, 
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where HL* stands for Leibniz cohomology [ 151. 
(5) g = Leib!: see Section 6. 
Remark 3.1.10. In a general manner, we have H&l)=Der&A,A), i.e H;(A) is the 
set of derivations from A to A (see Proposition 3.2.7). 
3.2. The dlfeerential 6, 
The aim of this paragraph is to give an explicit 
For this we need to define some new operations. 
3.2.1. The operations oi 
Let 9 be an operad and for 1 5 i < n, let oF,* 
Definition 0.1, OPER 2): 
0;” : qn)@qm)+qm+n- 1). 
description of the differential 6,. 
denote its cornpi-operations (see 
For m, n E N * such that n - m + 1 > 0 and 15 j 5 n, this enables us to define the 
maps oi,, : Z?“(n) @ 2(m) + 2?“(n - m + 1) by the formula: for p* E Z?“(n), v E J?(m) 
and ;1E9(n-m+ l), 
(cl * oi,m v, A) = (p*, v oJ?,n--m+’ A). (3.2) 
In the same way, for m - n + l>O and 1 <i<m -n + 1, we define the maps 
5; M : 9(n) 63 9”(m) -+ $“(m - n + I), by the formula: for ,U E 5!(n), v* E 5?“(m) and 
J.EZ!(m-n+ l), 
(#U %.??I v*, A) = (v*,l oT-“+l’” 11). (3.3) 
Let (A,rr) be a Y-algebra and let us consider r-l(~) E 9p!(2)@$nd(A)(2) (see 
Proposition 3.1.4). We set 
r-t(7c)=~&@Ila. (3.4) 
In the same way, for f E C$(A) we set 
r-l(f)=CvB* @FFg. 
P 
(3.5) 
By definition, 6”,(f) = -y Y([ Y’( f), Y-i(r = Si”( f) + 82°C f), where 
and 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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3.2.2. Calculus of@‘(f) 
Let p @X E (~@)“(n + l)@r”+,A@‘“+‘, according to (3.6), we have 
= & $ C-l )’ C 4Ti) C ( PL, Cvt Oi PL,* )zi)CFfi Oi na)ri(X). 
. 1=1 7,E&+1 a-S 
Let US fix an element r E C, and set ri = (r oi 12)~: with ri E Z,+r; according to 
formula 7 of [l], we have s(ri)=(-l)(i--r -‘(i))s(r)~(r:), and so (see also (0.2)) the 
equalities: 
(-l)iE(Zi)(/4(VB* Oi /i,*)Ti) =(-l)r-““E(~)(~(~~)-l,V~~ OT-l(i) /AL,*), 
(Fg Oi II,)Ti = (FfiZ O,-l(i) IIa)Zi. 
Hence, if we set j= r-‘(i), OT-l(i) =(ri)-‘, we have 
1 =--+)’ c “(“)C(~~,v2;roj~,*)(~~zojna)a,-l(x). 
(n+ l)! j=l 
~,EL+1 %B 
But, if we use the new operations defined in Section 3.2.1 (with Z? = S!) and particu- 
larly formula (3.3), for any r E C, we find that 
Since this last equality is valid for any r E C, we have 
2n! S2”( f)@ C&Y) 
=&-1)’ c &Cs(r)C( CLz&+rllq, Vir)(Fflr Oj nu)~p’(X). 
j=l 4Ed+1 a rEZ* B 
Using formula (3.5) and Proposition 3.1.4 we finally have 
Theorem 3.2.3. With the above notations, for all p E (@)“(n+ 1) and al,. . . , a,,+1 EA 
the map 6$“(f) is given by 
2n!~~n(f)(l*,al,...,a,+l) 
=e(-l)j C Cf(~~~,~+I~oi,ao-(1),...,~~(aoi(j),a~,(j+*)),...,a,(n+l)). I I 
j=l UjjEZn+I a 
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With the same kind of techniques we have the next theorem: 
Theorem 3.2.4. With the above notations, for any p E (.??!)“(n + 1) and any 
al,. . . , a,,+1 EA the map 6$“(f) is given by 
2n!~~n(f)(~,al,...,an+l> 
= C ~~da~~lbf(~~4+~,2 CL,*,ao(2),...,a,(,+l)) 
e&z+1 a 
+(-1>n+i C C ndf (PC 4+1,2 d,wj,. . . ,a,(,j),a,(,+lj). 
e&+1 E 
3.2.5. The case n = 1 
We have 
but ~~O:,i~cr E k and according to (3.3) (with 9 = sl!) (,$O~,~~L(T, 1) = (p~,pL,*); hence, 
%?(f UL,aba2)= - yy: (~o,~L,*)f(n,(a,(l),a(1(2))); 
UEC2 a 
using Proposition 3.1.4 and (3.4), we finally have 
&$‘(f U,aba2)= - f(G,al,a2)). 
In the same way, we can prove that 
Therefore, the differential Sk is given, for p E Y(2), al,a2 E A, by 
(3.8) 
Definition 3.2.6. Let M be a representation of the Y-algebra A. A derivation from A 
to M is a linear map d : A + M such that, for all p E p(2) and al,a2 E A: 
In the sequel, we denote by Der&A,M) the vector space of all derivations from A 
to M. 
Since we have (3.8), we have proved the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.2.7. With the above notations: H&(A, A) = Derg(A, A). 
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3.2.8. The case n = 2 
This case is more complex and more technical than the previous one. We have 
4Q2UNba~,a2,a3) = C (-f(~La*O:,3~La,n,(a,,l,,a,,z,>,a,(3,) 
oECs,a 
+.OPT~,~CL~, a,(l), U4a,(2), 4(3)))). 
The operations 6i,3 are maps from F(E”)(2) 8 R to B(E)(2); we can also define the 
same kind of maps for the operad F(E”): 
a;,, : 9(E”)(2) @F(E)(3) -+ F(E)(2), 
by (P*$,sP> v* ) = (/A V*OiP*), where here Oi stands for the cornpi-operation for the 
operad 9(E”). 
Lemma. For any ,u E R, ,u*, v* E S!(2) and i E { 1,2}, ~*Ck,,~p = ~*$,~p. 
Proof. The lemma simply results from the fact that v*Oip* = v* oi p* + f* with 
j-* E RI. 0 
Let F : F(E)(~)IBz~A@’ -+ A be the linear map defined by 
@‘(p,al,az,as) = c {-f(~,*~~,3~rr,n,(a,(~),a,(z)),a,(3)) 
uEz3,a 
+f(&Y$3w,a,(l), Kda,(2~,a,(3)))). 
According to the preceding lemma, for any r E R, we have the equality: 
s~2(f)(y,al,az,a3)=F(r,a,,az,a3). 
So we have to calculate F. The advantage of this method is the following: since 
B(E)(3) is generated by the p oi v’s (p,v E P(2)), it suffices to calculate F(p oi v,al, 
az,aj). This is done in the next proposition. 
Proposition. With the above notations, we have 
F(POI v,al,a2,a3)= -f(~,v(al,az),a3), 
F(P 02 v,al,aa3) = -f(ual,v(a2,a3)). 
Proof. By definition, we have (fi*$3(pot v)~, v*) = ((pot v)(T, v* 01 P*); according to 
Section 0.6, p*$3(po1 v)o is null except if cr = 1201 z with z E &, i.e. if c E { 13, (12)). 
In this case, we have 
p*$.3cp 01 vx12 01 7) = (WL*)P 
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because 
(p*is:,& 01 v)(12 01 z>.v*) = (p 01 vz,v* 01 p*) = (/4v*)(vz,p*). 
In the same way, p*&(p 01 v)a is null except if G= (12) or r with r E CZ, i.e. if 
GE {(321),(13)}. In this case, we have 
p*$,& 01 v)((W 01 7) = - (w*)Pw). 
Therefore, the following identity holds: 
4F(p"l v,al,a2,a3> = - c (vz,~~){f(~~,n,(a,,l,,a,,2,>,a3> 
7EZZ.U 
Hence, 
i.e. using (3.4) and Proposition 3.1.4, 
F(p Ol v,@,a2,a3)= --f(bv(~l,~2),~3). 
The second formula is proved in the same manner. 0 
We have the same kind of formula for S, , 2,2. this is included in the following propo- 
sition: 
Proposition 3.2.9. Let f E C;(A) and f : P(E)(~)@J~,A@~ + A be the map dejined, 
with obvious notations, by 
f(p Ol v,al,u2,u3)=f(~,v(ul,a2),u3) + &hf(v9@,a2),a3), 
J(p 02 v,al,a2,a3) =.f(~,~,~(a2,~3)) + 4,4al,f(v,a2,a3>> 
Then, the difSerentiu1 Sz( f) E C;(A) is given by: S:(f) = -flrrB,,aa,. 
Remark 3.2.10. We can now give a proof of Theorem 3.15: the condition [rt, rc] = 0 is 
equivalent to the condition S:(X) = 0; but Si(rc) = -ElR8,,Ae3, where E is defined in the 
above proposition. Since obviously it coincide with 7?(3), it follows that Theorem 3.1.5 
comes from Proposition 0.5.5. 
3.3. Cohomology HG(A,M) 
In this paragraph, we fix a representation of A denoted by (A4, $). We still denote 
by I+& the associated map (see Lemma 1.1). For n > 1 we set 
Cg(A,M) = Homk((P’!)“(n) @z, A@‘,M). 
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Since A @ M is a g-algebra, we can consider the vector space C$(A @ M); we have 
the injection: 
C$(A,M) 5 $(A @M) 
.f++ 5(f) 
given by KWw,... ,x,)=Oifthereisani~{l,...,n}suchthatx~~Mand5(f)(~, 
at ,..., a,)=f(p,al,..., a,) for all al ,..., a,, E A. Noticing that $ E Ci(A @ M) sat- 
isfies Theorem 3.1.5, we can consider 6f we more simply denote by ~5; :C$(A @ 
M) --+ Cg+‘(A @ M). Let dj : C$,(A,M) + $‘(A @ M) be the map defined, for any 
f~Cli@N), by dj(f)=~;W-)). 
Proposition 3.3.1. With the above notations, Im(dt) c C$+‘(A,M). 
So we have a subcomplex and we make the following definition: 
Definition 3.3.2. The homology of (Cg(A,M),d$,), denoted by HG(A,M), is 
called the cohomology of the Y-algebra A with coefficients in the representation M. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3.1. Let us consider r-l($) = C, E,*@% where ‘y, E 
Homk((A @ M)@*, A @ M). We have the equality (see also the proof of Lemma 1.1): 
%‘,(a1 +ml,a2 +m2)=&(al,a2)+ %Y,(al,m2)+ Wwa2). 
Using Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 we find that 8$(&f)) = c(di”(f) + d;“(f)), where 
2nl d~“(f)(ual,...,a,+l) 
2n!d~“(f)(~,a1,...,~~+1) 
= c c WW,,f(P~ d+1,2 &J(2),. . .,a,(,+,))) 
G&+1 g 
+(-l>n+t c Cyll(f(~~0~+1,2&,*,a,(l),...,a,(,)),a,(,+l)). 0 
G-L+1 u 
Therefore, directly from these expressions, we see that the differential of the complex 
Cs(A,M) can be deduced from the differential of the complex Cs(A,A), by keeping 
for dk* the same expression as those of S$* and by taking for dZ;* the expression of 
a’;* where the action of A onto itself has been replaced by the action of A onto M. 
Remark 3.3.3. (1) The Propositions 3.2.7 and 3.2.9 can be transposed for cohomology 
with coefficients. It suffices to replace, in Proposition 3.2.7, Derp(A,A) by Derp(A,M), 
and in Proposition 3.2.9, the action of A onto itself by the action of A onto M via $. 
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(2) If we consider the Examples 3.1.9 again, we rediscover the same classical co- 
homologies with coefficients. 
3.4. Abelian extensions of P-algebras and Hi 
An abelian extension of A by M 
O-+M~&~A+O 
L 
(0 
is an extension of vector spaces (so the sequence is split over k, and we denote the 
splitting map by s) such that 
(1) 8 is a P-algebra; 
(2) for any p E P(2) and m,m’ EM, p(i(m), i(m’)) = 0 (in 8). 
Since d = A $ M condition (2) enables A4 to inherit a natural structure of represen- 
tation of A given by 
P(a, m) = Ma), m), cl(m, a) = Am, s(a)). 
Definition 3.4.1. Two extensions (8’) and (a’) with A and M fixed are said to be 
equivalent if there exists a morphism of P-algebras, 4 : 8’ -+ 8’ which commutes with 
idM and idA: 
i P 
O-M-d-A-O 
o- A4 
4 
i’ I P' 
-8’ - A- 0. 
For a fixed representation M of A, let us consider the set of equivalence classes of 
extensions of A by M, for which the structure of representation of A induced on A4 is 
the prescribed one. We denote by Jxt.&A,M) this set. 
Any two cocycle f : (@)“(2)c&~,A@~ + A4 gives rise to such an extension (8”) by 
the following procedure: as a vector space gi = A $ M; the structure of P-algebra is 
given, with obvious notations, by 
This defines a structure of S-algebra on B’, since for any r E R we have 
rtt~l~ml),t~z,m2),(~3,m3)) 
= $(3)(r,u1 + ml,a2 + m2,a3 + m3) + (O,j(r,ul,az,u3)) 
=o+o, 
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(use Proposition 05.5) where 7 is the associated map in the sense of Proposition 3.2.9 
(see also Remark 3.3.3). Furthermore, the induced structure of representation of A onto 
A4 is obviously the former one. 
Theorem 3.4.2. Let A be a P-algebra and M be a representation ofA. The construc- 
tion described above induces a canonical bijection &t&A,M) E Hi(A,M). 
Proof. It is exactly the same proof as those for classical algebras (associative, Lie, 
etc.) which can be found in many textbooks. q 
4. Homology of a %algebra with coefficients in a corepresentation 
In this section, we fix a corepresentation of A denoted by (N, 0). 
4.1. The chains 
For n > 1 we set 
Cf(A,N) = N@(.!@)“(n) EJZ, A@‘“. 
Any vector space can be embedded in its bidual, so we have the inclusion 
Cf(A,N) c Homk(Hom&f(A,N),k),k). 
By the adjunction property of the tensor product we have the isomorphism of vector 
spaces: 
Hon~(Hom~(Cf(A,N),k),k) 2 Hom/&$(A,N*),k); 
hence we have an injection 
Cr(A,N) -+ Hom&$(A,N*),k) 
x@j.@al@ . . . @a, -f +-+ (x,f@,al,...,hN- 
The vector space N* is a representation of A (see Remark 2.4); let 
4 E Homk(9(2)@z$z(A @ N*)@2,A @N*) 
be its structural map. Now let us consider the complex (CG(A, N*), dg) (see 
Section 3.3). 
Lemma 4.2. Let bi : Cf(A,N) ---t Homk(C”-’ P (A, N* ), k) be the map defined, with 
obvious notations, by 
(b~(x~~~al~...~a,),f) = (x,d~--‘(f)(~,al,...,a,)). 
Then Im(bjf) c Cf_,(A,N). 
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Therefore, we have a subcomplex. This justifies the next definition: 
Definition 4.3. The homology of the complex (Cf(A,N), b$), denoted in the sequel 
by Hf(A,N), is called the homology of the Y-algebra A with coefficients in the 
corepresentation N. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We have bjl = bf,, + bi,,, where 
(b;,,(x@/@t@ 1.. @aAS) = (x,+~--l(f)(p,a,,. . .,Q), 
(b2e,,(x~~~a1~....~a,),f) = (~,d~“-‘(f)(~,al,...,a,)). 
Let us prove, separately, that each b&_(x@~@a~ @. . . C&z,) belongs to C,“t (A, N). Let 
us consider again the structural map $ E Homk(9(2)@rz(A @ N*)a2,A $ N*) and set 
T-‘(lfG)=~&VG, 
G( 
where YM E Hom~((A ~$3 N*)@‘2,A @ N*). Let 0, E Hom~(A@N d3 N@A,N) be the map 
defined by the equalities (for n, n* E N x N*, a E A): 
(n, %(a,n”)) = (@,(a,4,n”), 
(4 %@*,a)) = (@dv),nX). 
Then, for all FEE(~), UEA and XEN 
Ua,x)=; c UKa:)@&,x) + (Al2)&@&a)I. 
Iz 
(4.1) 
Furthermore, we have the following formulas which can be easily computed from the 
proof of Proposition 3.3.1: 
2(n - I)! b&,(x@p@a@ . . . @a,) 
n-1 
This proves our proposition. 0 
Remark 4.4. The proof of the last proposition gives us a means to deduce the differ- 
ential of the complex Cf’(A,N) from the differential of the complex C$(A,N*): the 
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term by,, is simply the dual of dk”-‘; the term b! n is obtained from the dual of c.$‘-’ 
taking into account the duality between 8 and 4. 
4.5. Calculus of bi for n = 1 and n = 2 
From Propositions 3.2.7 and 3.2.9 we deduce the following propositions: 
Proposition 4.5.1. The differential bt : Cr(A, N) -+ Cy(A,N) is given, for x EN, p E 
(P’!)“(2) and al,a2 E A, by 
b!(x@@ul@a2) = Ku,al,x)@a2 + O(p,x,a2)@u1 - x@u(al,u2). 
Definition 4.5.2. Let A be a Y-algebra. The module of KHhler differentials, denoted by 
G$(A/k), is the left module over +&P(A) generated by the k-linear symbols da for a E A 
(so we have d(la + 1’~‘) = ,Ida + L’du’ for a, a’ E A and II, A’ E k) with the relation 
d(Aa,b)) =x(p,a)db + x(c1(12),b)k a,b EA. 
Proposition 4.5.3. We have the isomorphism of vector spaces over k: 
ff?(A,N) -N ~&V+,(A) &(A/0 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
Remark 4.54. If A4 is a representation of A we also have 
Hb(A,M) =Derp(A,M) A Hom~~~c~,(sz~(A/k),M), 
where <(D)(du) = Da (DE Der&A,M) a E A). 
Proposition 4.5.5. The dijfkrential bi : Cy(A, N) 4 Cr(A,N) is given by: b; = 
- b3(Ng~B,,Auax, where & : N 18 F(E)(3) @JZ, A@’ + N @Q Y(2) @zz A@” is dejined, for 
all XEN, ,u,vE~‘(~), al,u2,u3 EA, by 
5. The complex W*!‘(A) 
In this short paragraph we are interested in the following question: do our theories 
of homology and cohomology come from derived functors? In general we cannot ans- 
wer this question; nevertheless there is always a spectral sequence for which the first 
terms are related to the Ext-hmctor (respectively to the Z’or-functor) and which abuts 
to cohomology (respectively to homology). For a few operads this spectral sequence 
collapses and so enables us to answer positively the above question. 
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5.1. De$nition of &‘(A) 
For any natural IZ > 1 we denote by Wn9(A) the left module over %_&A), 
G&(A) @ (Y’!)“(n) @z,, A@‘“. 
Since @9(A) is a right module over %&A), it is a corepresentation with morphism 
8’ : P(2) @A @%(A) + %9(A), 
defined, for p E P(2), a EA and p E &P(A) by 8’(~, a, p) = p&, a). Therefore, (K@(A), 
b2 ) is defined as the complex calculating the homology H.$(A, @&A)) (see Section 4). 
Proposition 5.2. Let A4 be a representation of A and N be a corepresentation. Then 
there are isomorphisms of vector spaces: 
@(AJO 2 H*(H~~~~~A,(~~(A),M)), 
X?(A,N) =H+-(N C&~(A) &?A)). 
Proof. We give a proof for homology, leaving cohomology to the reader. Let (N, f3) 
be a corepresentation of A; we have the isomorphism of vector spaces: 
where [ is defined, for x E N, p E %$(A), v E (P’!)“(n) and al,. . . ,a,, EA, by: 
~(x@p@v@C7alG3 ... @a,)=xp@vEJa1@ ... @au,. 
Therefore, the only point to establish is the fact that [( 1 @ b,"l ) = bi o i; this results 
from the following lemma: 
Lemma. Let (@j,q,*)~,~ and (O,, E,*)~~& be the elements associated to 13~ and 8 
(see (4.1)), so that the following holds: 
Then &=S?; for any aEz2, II,*=&,* andfor aEA, XEN, PE’%(A), 
O,(a,xp) =X@Lt@,P), O,(xp,a)=xO~(p,a). 
Proof of the Lemma. The lemma results firstly, from the fact that the (O,, E,*)~~& are 
entirely determined by 0 and secondly, from equalities: 
&%V) =x@(a, P), B(xp, a) =xfQ?, a). cl 
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Using the above lemma and the formulas given in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we 
easily show that [ is a map of complexes. 
5.3. The spectral sequences 
5.3.1. Hypercohomology of a bifunctor 
In this section we briefly recall some results concerning hypercohomology; we refer 
to [4] for more details. 
Let % be the category of left modules over 9?&(A) and let T be the bifunctor 
defined by T(M~,M~)=Ho~~~(A)(M~,M~). Let C=(C,,,d,) and D=(D”,&) be two 
complexes in the category %, and let X = (XP,4) be a projective resolution of C and 
Y = (Y&q) be an injective resolution of D: this means that X and Y are double com- 
plexes (such that for all p,q, X,,, is a projective module over %&A) and Yp>q is an 
injective module) satisfying conditions expressed in [4]. Then T(X, Y) is a quadruple 
complex which can be reduced into a double complex by gathering the first and third 
indexes and the second and fourth indexes: 
TP,4(X, Y) = @ T(XP,,q,, Ypz,q2). 
PlfPz=P 
41+qz=q 
The main results of [4] are: 
( 1) The cohomology H*( T(X, Y)) is independent of the resolutions X and Y. It is 
called the hypercohomology of T(C, D) and is denoted by %?* T(C, D). 
(2) The two spectral sequences associated to the double complex T(X, Y) are inde- 
pendent of X and Y and abut both to 9I?* T(C, D). 
(3) Let IE,P’~ and IIE, p,q be the two spectral sequences abutting to hypercohomology; 
then we have 
IEpq = Hq(RpT(C,D)) j L%~+~T(C,D), 
IIE, p,q = @ RPT(Hq,(C),Hq2(D)) j Wp+qT(C,D), 
41 +qz=q 
where RJ’T is the pth derived fimctor of T, i.e. Ext&(,) and where RPT(C,D) 
is the complex Z; such that 
Z; = @ RPT(Cq,,Dq2). 
q1+q2=q 
In addition, if we suppose that for all 41, C,, is a free module over %$(A) then, 
for p > 0, RPT(C,, , DQz ) = 0. Therefore, the spectral sequence IE,P” collapses and we 
have 
.%“T(C,D)=H”(R’T(C,D)). 
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Now, let us apply this machinery to the following situation: let A4 be a representation 
of A, C be the complex defined by C* = &$‘,(A) and D be the complex defined by 
Do = M and 04 = 0 if q > 0. Then for any q, C, is a free module over ??&(A) and hence 
Therefore, according to Proposition 5.2, we have: SJ”T(C,D)!? Hi+‘(A,M). The 
other spectral sequence is given by: IIE,p’q = @q,+q2=qExt&Aj(Hq,(C),Hq2(D)); but 
H@(D)=M, if q2 =0 and H@(D)=0 if qz>O; furthermore Hql(C)=Hql+l(Kg(A)). 
Therefore, we have IIE~ “’ = Ex&&(~)(H~+I( W*9(A)),M). Hence, we have proved the 
following proposition: 
Proposition 5.3.2. Let 9 be a quadratic operad, A be a p-algebra and A4 be a 
representation of A. Then there exists a spectral sequence Epq such that 
EFq = Ext&Aj(Hq+l( @‘(A)),M) + H;+‘+‘(A,M). 
We have the analogue for homology: 
Proposition 5.3.3. Let 9’ be a quadratic operad, A be a p-algebra and N be a 
corepresentation f A. Then there exists a spectral sequence Ez,q such that 
E;,q = To$+?N,Hq+l( Wf+(A))) + H;+q+I(A,N). 
5.3.4. Particular cases 
If for all p > 0 H,+l (&?(A)) = 0 (or equivalently if HP+1 ( W*9(A)) is a projective 
module over %!&A)), then we have: 
H~+‘(A,M)--xt~~(,)(O~(A/k),M), 
Hc+,(A,N)- Tar, *9(A)(N, Q;(A/k)). 
As a matter of fact J$9(A) is a projective resolution of 
Example 5.3.5. The complex F9(A) is acyclic in the following cases: 
(1) B = Ass and A is an unital algebra ( W*9(A) is then the bar resolution of A); 
(2) 9 = Lie (see [4]); 
(3) B = Leib (see [18]). 
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6. Application to dual Leibniz algebras 
In all this section 9 will stand for the operad Leib! and (A, x) will denote a dual 
Leibniz algebra (see the end of Section 0). 
6.1. According to Section 3, we first have to study the dual operad @ = Leib and 
particularly its camp-operations: 
oi : Leib(n) @ Leib(m) + Leib(n + m - I), 1 5 i 5 n. 
Let V=k{xi , . . . ,xn} be the vector space generated by n elements and let F(V)= 
@m,,,V@‘m be the free Leibniz algebra generated by V (see [ 151). With these notations, 
as a module over k[C,], Leib(n) is the nth multi-linear part of F(V). Hence, a generator 
of Leib(n) is of the form x0(i) @ . . . @xx,(,); this means that Leib(n) = k[C,]; neverthe- 
less, the structure of right module over k[C,] is not the usual one: for (r E Leib(n) and 
r E C,, we have 0. z = ~-lo; if we take the “naive” right action, then formula (0.2) is 
not satisfied. The next section is now devoted to the study of F(V). 
6.2. Let [ , ] be the Leibniz bracket of F(V). According to [ 151 this bracket is entirely 
determined by the Leibniz identity (see the end of Section 0) and by the following 
statement: for all x E F(V) and u E V, [x, u] =x @ v. 
Let 1, be the set of o E C, for which there is II - 1 permutations xi E C2 such that 
0 =x1 01 (x2 01 (. . . 01 h-2 01 G-1 1.. .I, 
(for 12 = 1 we set 11 = { 11)). The set 1, is characterized by the following condition: 
cr E 1, if and only if there is x E C2 and r E 1,-r such that o =x 01 r (x and r are then 
unique); therefore the cardinal of I,, is 2”-‘. 
Let o : I,, 4 { - 1,l) be the map defined by o(o) = (- 1 y(‘) where r(o) is the car- 
dinal of the set of iE{l,..., IZ - 1) such that xi = (12) in the writing of cr. 
Proposition 6.3. Let V be a vector space and (F(V), [, 1) be the free Leibniz algebra 
generated by V. Then the Leibniz bracket is given, for X E F(V) and VI,. . . ,v, E V, 
by: [Xn@ ... ~uv,l=CaEI,o(a)X~v,(l)~ ... @uv,(,). 
Proof. By induction. q 
Now we are going to describe the camp-operations on 
t0 calculate 1, Oi 1,. 
Lemma 6.4. In the operad Leib, for 1 5 i 5 n, we have 
Leib: in fact we only need 
{ 
1 
1, Oi 1, = 
m+n-1 if i= 1, 
c aEI, O(cr)o,” if i> 1, 
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where o,! stands for the permutation of Cm+n_, defined by 
j ifl<j<i-1, 
aS( j) = a(j) if i 5 j 2 i + m - 1, 
.i if i-tm 5 j. 
Proof. By definition, 1, Oi 1, is the element Xi E F(k{xt,. . . ,~~+~_l}) such that: 
_ if i = 1, Xi = [xl 8 . . @ix,] @x,+1 $3 . . . @~~+~_l; 
_ ifi>l, Xi=[X,Y]@Z,whereX=xi@ ... @xi-i, Y=xi@ ... @xm+i_t andZ= 
x,+1 .@ ... @xm+,-1. According to the last proposition we have: 
[X Y] = C O(a)X @Xx(i) @3 ’ ’ ’ @&(i+m-l), 
UEI, 
whence the result. 0 
In order to define homology and cohomology of A, we now have to describe 
the Lie algebra structure on L&V). According to 3.1 .l, L$( V) is isomorphic to 
Homk(V , CXW-~ V), the isomorphism being given by 
c: Leib(n + 1) @z,+i End(V)(n + l)+Homk(V’@‘+l, V), 
such that ((0 @f) = &(a)~-‘f = &(o)fa. Let 9 = enEN* Homk( V@‘+‘, V). 
Proposition 6.5. There exists on Y a graded Lie algebra structure with bracket [, ] 
given, for f, g E Homk( V@“+‘, V) x Homk( VBm+‘, V), by 
[f, gl = I.(g) + C-1 )““+‘4(f>~ 
where If(g) E Homk( V @mfnf’, V) is dejined by 
If(g)=fol g + c C(-1)“(%(r)co(a)f 0; g 
cicZI,+~ i=2 
with 
Proof. Simple application of Lemma 6.4 and Proposition 3.1.2. 0 
4.6. The operator p,, 
In this paragraph we consider the left action of C, on V@‘” given by 
a(v1 CC ... @ v,) = Ug-l(1) @ . . . 63 v,-I(,); 
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we extend this action by k-linearity to k[C,]. Let 11, E k[C,] be the operator defined 
by PL, = CaEI, &(a) 0 (a)~. 
Lemma 6.6.1. Let zn be the cycle (12.. . n). For every n > 1 we have: 
~~+l=~n+(-l)n+l~L,oZ,-:,, 
where I_L~ is considered as an element of k[C,+,] via the injection of C, into Zn+l 
Proof. By induction. 0 
We recall that a (p, q)-shuffle is an element 0 E Cp+4 such that a( 1) < + . . < o(p) 
and o(p + 1)~ ... < D(P + q). In the sequel, we will denote by P’h,, the set of 
(p, q)-shuffles. Let s~,~ be the element of k[C,] (n = p + q) defined by the equality 
SP+l = c &cab; 
aEYh,, 
we also make the convention that if p or q is strictly negative then s~,~ = 0. 
Lemma 6.6.2. The element s~,~ is defined inductively by 
sp,q(v1,. . *3 ~,)=~p,q--1(v1,-..,~,-1)~‘21, 
+c- 
Proof. Left to the reader. 
We can know give an 
another context [ 141. 
~)n--~p-l,q(~l,...,~p-l,vp+l ,..., hz)@vp. 
expression of ,u,, originally found by Muriel Livemet in 
Proposition 6.6.3. Let vl,.. . ,v,, E V, then 
PL,(vl,...,vn)= 
k=l 
Proof. By induction (use Lemmas 6.6.1 and 6.6.2). 0 
In the following two short paragraphs, we give the definition of the complexes 
calculating homology and cohomology of dual Leibniz algebras. The formulas for the 
differentials can be computed directly from Proposition 6.5, and from the general theory 
exposed in Sections 3 and 4. 
6.7. Cohomology of dual Leibniz algebras 
Let (A, x ) be a dual Leibniz algebra and A4 be a representation of A (see Exam- 
ple 1.5 (5)). The cohomology H$(A,M) denoted by HD*(A,M) is the homology of the 
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complex (C*(A,M),d*), where for 12 2 1, C”(A,M) =Hom&4@‘“,M). The differential 
d” : C”(A,M) + C”+‘(A,M) is given by 
d”(f)(a,. . . , an+1 > 
= a1 x f(pn(a2,. . . > &x+1)) - f(al X~2,~3,...,&+1) 
+&y@z1,... ,ai-l,ai *~i+l~~~~~“~+l~+~~l~“+‘f~ul~~~~~u~~xu~+l 
i=2 
where for u,bEA we have set u*b=uxb+bxu. 
6.8. Homology of dual Leibniz algebras 
Let (A, x) be a dual Leibniz algebra and (N,+) be a corepresentation of A (see 2.5, 
Example 5). The homology Hr(A,N) denoted by HD*(A,N) is the homology of 
the complex (C*(A,N), be), where for iz 2 1, C,,(A, N) = N @I A@‘“. The differential 
b, : C,(A, N) + C,_l(A, N) is given by 
b,(x@ul @ . ..~u.)=x*al~~,~-~(u2,...,u,)-x~ul xa28a2@ . . . @u, 
n-1 
+C(-lIix@al@ “’ @Ui *&+I CL+ “’ @U,+(-l)“U,*X@Ul@ ... @a,_l. 
i=2 
Remark 6.9. Our theory does not give a sense to the groups H&(A,N) and 
HD’(A,M); furthermore, no differential bl or do seems to exist, giving a sense to 
such groups. 
7. Relations with Barr-Beck homology 
In this section, we denote by (P-uZg,A) the category of P-algebras over A: an 
object of (P-aZg,A) is a Y-algebra B such that there exists a morphism of P-algebras 
$ : B --+ A. A morphism $ : (B, 4) + (B’, 4’) is a morphism of P-algebras 9: B -+ B’ 
such that 4’ o $ = 4. 
Lemma 7.1. Let (B, 4) E (P%zZg,A), (M, $) b e a representation of A and (N, 0) be a 
corepresentation f A. Then M is a representation of B and N is a corepresentation 
ofB. 0 
Proof. It suffices to take t,V : P(2) @B @I&I’ -+ A4 and 8’ : P(2) @B @N -+ N defined, 
with obvious notations, by $‘(p, b, m) = $(,a, 4(b), m) and O’(p, b, n) = 19(p, 4(b), n). q 
Let V be a vector space; the free P-algebra generated by V is the vector space 
99(V) = &,i p(n) 69~. P equipped with the following structure of P-algebra: for - 
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Let % be the category of vector spaces and Tp : %? -+ 9? be the functor defined, 
for VE%‘, by TpV=F&V). Let q:la + Tp be the natural transformation given by 
the inclusion and m : TG --+ Tg be the natural transformation given by the composi- 
tion maps: more precisely, for all ~18 Zl, . . . , p,,, @Z, E P(nl )@I,, (Tp V)@nl x . . . x 
~(~@z.,(&Y)~“~, mv : T$ V + Tq V is defined by 
m&l @Zl,..., cLm@zn)=cLl(z1)@ ... @p&n), 
where pj(Zi) stands for the composition in the P-algebra TpV (see (7.1)). We 
now recall some definitions about triples; for more details, the reader should report 
to [20]. 
Definition 7.2. A triple or monad in the category g is given by the following data: 
- a functor T : W --+ 4&; 
- two natural transformations, n : 1~ + T and m : T2 --f T, such that the following 
diagrams commute: 
TV 
T-T2 
id 
T-T T3 T, T2 
(7.2) 
id 
T-T 
m 
T2-T T2-!f-+T 
Definition 7.3. A cotriple (G, E, 6) in the category %Y is given by the following data: 
_ a fimctor G: S+%; 
- two natural transformations, E : G -+ 1~ and 6 : G + G2, such that the diagrams cor- 
responding to (7.2) (where the arrows are reversed) commute. 
Definition 7.4. Let (T, r,m) be a triple in the category V. A T-algebra (V, a) is an 
object V E % equipped with a morphism c( : TV --t V such that the following diagrams 
commute: 
id 
v-v 
T, 
T2V-TV 
c( 
TV- V 
a 
TV-T 
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A morphism of T-algebras f : (V,cr) -t (W,p) is a morphism of %, f : V --+ W such 
that: 
In the sequel, we will denote by zzZT the category of T-algebras. 
We have the following proposition (see for instance [lo]): 
Proposition 7.5. Let 9 be an operad with 9( 1) = k then: 
(a) (Tp, q, m) is a triple in the category %?; 
(b) the category of Tp-algebras is equal to the category of Y-algebras. 
7.6. Barr-Beck homology 
In this paragraph, we briefly recall some notions about Barr-Beck’s theory of ho- 
mology [3]. 
Let (T, q, m) be a triple and let 
be the functors defined, with obvious notations, by F(V) = (TV,mV) (free T-algebra 
fnnctor) and U( V, ~1) = V (forgetful functor). It is straightforward to verify that these 
two functors are adjoint. Therefore (see [20]), we have a cotriple (G =FU,&, 6) in 
the category dT, where E : G( V, CC) = (TV, mv) 4 (V, CC) is the multiplication CI and 
6 : G( V, a) + G2( V, GI) is T~v. For any object V, this gives rise to a simplicial ob- 
ject (X,), E N where X, = G”+’ V : the ith face is Ei = GnPisGi and the ith degeneracy 
is 6i = G”-‘6G’. Let k-vect denote the category of vector spaces over k. 
Definition 7.6.1. Let E : dT + k-vect be a contravariant functor. The cohomology of 
V with coefficients in E for the cotriple G is the homology of the following complex 
(EG” V is classically put in degree n - 1): 
o~EGv-_,EG~v-_, . . . +EG~V %EG~+‘v+ . . 
where the differential is d, = Cl:‘,<- 1 )‘EEi. In the sequel, we will denote by 
H*( V, E)o the groups of cohomology. 
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Definition 7.6.2. Let D : dT --+ k-vect be a covariant functor. The homology of I’ with 
coefficients in D for the cotriple G is the homology of the following complex (DG”V 
is put in degree n - 1): 
. . . -+ DG”+’ VblDG”V_, . .. -+DGV--+O 
where the differential is b, = Cr=,(- 1 )iDzi. In the sequel, we will denote by 
H*( V, D)G the groups of homology. 
Now we restrict ourself to the category of P-algebras over A, where A is still an 
algebra over the quadratic operad 9. We can consider the category of Ty-algebras 
over A denoted by (&%,A) (the definition is left to the reader). From Lemma 7.5 
these two categories are equal. Let us consider the cotriple Gg = TpU: according to 
Definitions 7.6.1 and 7.6.2, for any contravariant functor 
E : (9-aZg,A) -+ k-vect 
and any covariant fimctor 
D : (Y-alg,A) + k-vect 
we can consider the cohomology H*(-,E)c, and the homology H,(-,D)G,. Let M 
be a representation of A and N be a corepresentation of A. Let EM be the contravariant 
functor EM : (9-&g, A) + k-vect defined by 
EM(B) =Hom~~&&@/k),M) =DQ@,M). 
In the same way, let DN be the covariant functor DN : (9-&g, A) + k-vect defined 
by 
DA@) =N C%(B) Q;(Blk) 
(notice that these mnctors are well defined since we have Lemma 7.1). The main 
theorem of this section is the following: 
Theorem 7.7. Let P be a quadratic operad with P( 1) = k, A be a P-algebra, M be 
a representation of A and N be a corepresentation of A. Then, for all BE (9-alg,A) 
and n = 0,1,2 there are isomorphisms: 
Furthermore, for n > 3 there are epimorphisms H”(B, EM)c, + H$+‘(B, M) and 
monomorphisms Hz+,(B, N) + H,,(B, DN)G@. 
Proof. We give a proof for cohomology leaving homology to the reader. For n E N 
let P : (9-&g, A) 4 k - vect be the contravariant functor defined by 
T”(B) = C$+‘(B,M). 
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Let dg : P(B) + P+‘(B) be the differential constructed in Section 3.3. 
Lemma 1. d” : P +P+’ is a natural transformation. 
Proof of Lemma 1. For any morphism f : B -+ C we have to prove that the following 
diagram is commutative: 
This statement is straightforward: it suffices to use the expression of the differential 
found in Section 3.3 (see the proof of Proposition 3.3.1). 0 
Therefore we have a complex of functors 
o+ro4r1+... +rn--,p+l -_) . . . 
If we apply it to a g-algebra (over A) B, we get the complex (Cg+‘(B,M), d*); hence 
H”(T*B) =H;+‘(B,M). 
Lemma 2. The jiinctor P is G&representable, i.e. there exists a natural transfor- 
mation 8” : r*Gp + rn such that P o rnE = lrn. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We recall that E : G&B, j3) = (TgB, me) + (B, j?) is the multipli- 
cation /3. Therefore, if we take q : 1~ -+ TP and 8” = r”q we get 
e*Or~&=r”(&Or)=r”(POYI)=ir~. 0 
The natural transformation 0” gives rise to an homotopy map (see [3] for more 
details); therefore we have the following corollary: 
Corollary. W’(B, P)o_+ = 
PB if p=o, 
0 ifp > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 7.7 (Conclusion). Let (C*** , d*, a*) be the double complex defined, 
for p,q 2 0, by 
CP4 = rP@+‘B 
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(notice that, thanks to Lemma 1, it is a double complex and that Gq+‘B is a P-algebra 
over A, since we have a morphism from GA to A). Let IE,P’~ and I&‘~ be the two 
spectral sequences associated to this double complex (the first corresponding to the 
p-filtration, the second to the q-filtration). According to the above corollary, each line 
is exact (except the leftmost term). Therefore, we have: 
Hi+‘(B,M) if q=O, 
0 if q>O. 
The second spectral sequence is given by the following: IIE,P” = HP(K*,q), where 
KP.4 = H~“(GJ’+‘B,M), the differential being induced by a. In particular, since 
H&,M) =Der&-,M) (see 3.3.3), we have IIEF’ = HP(B,EM)G>. 
Now let us examine the spectral sequence IIE$’ more precisely. Since the first spec- 
tral sequence collapses, its abutment llEkq is IE~ q. Furthermore, if r > max( p, q + 1) 
then llEPq N llEkq. Hence, for i = 0,l we have 
i.e. for i=O, 1 H’(B,EM)G,~ Y H$‘(B,M). We also have I~E$’ = Hi(B,M); but IIE?’ 
is the vector space ,,E~“/Im d2 where d2 : IIE~~ + IKE;’ -+ 0 is the canonical differential 
of the spectral sequence. Let us examine IIE~‘: we have seen that it is H'(K*,' ) where 
K*,’ is the complex such that 
KPS1 = H,;(Gp+‘B M) ? * 
Lemma 3. For any quadratic operad 9, any vector space V and any representation 
M of9p(V), we have H~(9$(V),M)=O. 
Proof of Lemma 3. We have seen that H~(SQ(V),M) = H1(GpV,EM)G,. In [3], it is 
proved that if p > 0 then HP(Gg V, EM)G# = 0; whence the result. Another proof would 
consist in using the interpretation of H,$ in terms of extension, given in 3.4. 0 
Consequence. For any p 2 0, we have Kfil = 0 and hence nE$1 = 0. Thus Im d2 = 0 
and SO H*(B, EM)G~ N Hi(B,M). 
The end of the theorem follows from general properties of spectral sequences: 
is always an epimorphism from IIE,P” to IIE~‘; hence there is an epimorphism 
HP@, &)G;y to H_q ( p+l B,M). q 
there 
from 
Remark 7.8. In [l], the author has shown that for n =2,3 the groups H$@,A) are 
adapted to the study of deformations of the P-algebra A (in the sense of Cerstenhaber 
[S]). In [5], Fox also showed that for n = 1,2 the groups H”( V,Der( -, V))G are adapted 
to the study of deformations of the T-algebra V. If we take T = T, the two points of 
view agree since we have Theorem 7.7. 
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Remark 7.9. If 9 is a Koszul operad (see [ 1 l] for more details) then, for any n E N, 
we have 
because in this case, for any p we have K P&q = 0. We do not know if this result 
remains true in the general case, i.e. when A4 and N are not equal to k (although we 
believe it is true, we do not have any solid proof). 
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